
Inspiration for Teachers From Bible Characters

The Man With Ten Talents | Deana Swanson

“And it came to pass, that when he was returned, 
having received the kingdom, then he commanded 
these servants to be called unto him, to whom he had 
given the money, that he might know how much 
every man had gained by trading. Then came 
the first, saying, Lord, thy pound hath gained 
ten pounds. And he said unto him, Well, thou 
good servant: because thou hast been faithful in 
a very little, have thou authority over ten 
cities” (Luke 19:15-17).

The Man With Ten Talents is someone 
I’ve always admired. Although I used to 
view him as an astute businessman, I now 
believe that he was possibly a teacher. The 
word talent used to mean a weight and unit 
of currency, but it is ironic that the word 
also means a natural aptitude or skill. 
While most other professions are im-
portant and indeed more financially 

lucrative, their end products have the potential to rust, be eaten 
by moths, or be stolen. In view of eternity, they don’t compare to 
teaching. We teachers are actively investing our time, skills, and 
energy into persons—humans with eternal souls.

Of all the parables Jesus spoke, I believe that this one 
applies to teachers the most. Just think about it. When 
God equips individuals with a love for learning and a 

love for students, He also provides a way for us to develop 
the talents and skills it takes to handle teaching multi-

ple subjects to a group of rambunctious and creative 
youngsters all day long. He has given us the poten-
tial of earning those ten talents.

I do not believe that it was easy for the Man With 
Ten Talents to invest his money, time, skills, and 
energy to multiply what he had been given. It was 
probably very hard work. But he was not being lazy 
like the man who just hid his talent in a napkin. 
Developing these skills is time-consuming and 
arduous work. Teaching can be exhausting, and 
working with children and youth is challenging. 
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In which Teacher Elizabeth, an experienced teacher, writes to Teacher Julia, who is not so experienced . . . 

So Much More to Learn | Elizabeth Riall

April 3
Dear Julia,
This is the most exciting part of the school term. The fifth and 

sixth graders have finished their reading. The second graders’ 
English is done, and the eighth graders will do their final arith-
metic test tomorrow.

One teacher described her plans for the last week of school. 
The books were finished, and she had all kinds of activities up her 
sleeve: cleaning the basement (which sounded okay), a brunch at 
which the children would eat with three-foot spoons, have ball 
games, a treasure hunt, stories . . . 

As I listened, I wanted either to flee or to scream. She 
would teach the children that there was nothing else to 
learn. Keeping order would be a nightmare.

I didn’t wish her a nightmare, but 
I’m afraid she had one coming. Still, 
I should have appreciated her de-
sire to make her pupils’ last days 
their best.

That’s my goal too. Next 
week, the fifth and sixth grad-
ers will begin reading Amos 
Fortune, Freeman. It is not a 
fast-paced thriller, but Amos’ 
love for his sister, his struggle 
to be a man, and his quiet faith-
fulness are moving. The por-
trayal of slave trade, New England 
life, leather making, and the chal-
lenges of a freeman are educational. 
The writing style is graphic—a literary 

stretch for eleven-year-olds.
The second graders will get a crash course on parts of speech. 

This is the moment to lay a foundation that will serve them into 
eighth grade. Keeping it simple yet serious, it’s amazing what 
they learn. A prepositional phrase tells where a mouse can go. 
Adverbs end with -ly. Adjectives describe nouns. Conjunctions 
are: and, but, or. An interjection is a yell.

Eighth grade will move on to Arithmetic in Agriculture. Years 
ago, Ben and Emmanuel enjoyed the unit on livestock. They mea-
sured their own cows to estimate their weight. They planned a 

forage program for a goat herd. Joas is 
more interested in carpentry. We 

will focus on the chapter that cov-
ers square roots, lumber cal-

culations, and board feet in 
standing timber.

When the last day of 
school arrives, I will have 

served no brunch, allowed no 
extra ball games, arranged no 

treasure hunts. But I may have 
taught them that there is so 
much more to learn.  LL

 Sincerely, 
Teacher Elizabeth

Elizabeth Riall is a member of the Old Order Amish church 
in Humansville, Missouri. After homeschooling her siblings 
for two terms, and teaching in Ontario one winter, she has 
taught in the local one-room school since 2004.

Because teachers work with so many people directly and indi-
rectly (students, parents, school board members, church lead-
ership), we probably have the potential for more conflicts and 
misunderstandings in our jobs than most other professions. We 
also have more responsibility. Those children are very important 
to God and their parents. And we have been given the talents to 
teach and care for them for many hours every week. Are we being 
faithful with what God has entrusted to us?  LL

Deana lives in Terre Hill, Pennsylvania, with her husband Jeff (a 
teacher) and three of her five children (one of whom is a teacher 
also). She taught in classrooms for fourteen years and homeschooled 
her children for eleven years. She is currently teaching at Maple 
Grove Mennonite Academy. Her favorite leisure activities are read-
ing, writing, and playing board games with her family.
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Things Teachers Should Do During Summer Vacation | Deana Swanson

A teacher friend once told us that he made an extra $6,000 or 
so doing masonry work in the summer. He asked what we did. 
Jeff and I looked at each other and replied, “We read books about 
teaching, get ideas, de-stress, and plan for the next school year. 
We also travel with our children, sing in choirs, and go to teach-
er’s workshops.”

We felt a little silly, but it was true, and we could not imagine 
spending our summers any other way. We would rather make 
less money and spend time with our children and plan to make 
our next school year more wonderful. So here are some details 
on our favorite summer activities.

1. Relax. No one has his hand raised, no one needs your im-
mediate attention, no one has a trauma (hopefully), and you 
can be a normal human for a few days. Enjoy it.

2. Go on a long drive to clear your head. One year we drove to 
Florida to visit Grandma.

3. Experience something new. Go to a museum, go hear your 
favorite choir, or visit a landmark.

4. Spend time with your loved ones—real human beings. A 
recent holiday season marks the first ever in which toys lost 
in popularity to technological gadgets as Christmas gifts. 
Our local newspaper was full of letters to Santa declaring, “I 

want an Xbox and an iPhone. I have been good. I deserve it.” 
Whoa! I don’t deserve anything, only God is good, and 
technology distracts us, taking precious time that could 
be spent with people. Instead, we have played Rummikub, 
Bananagrams, and spent hours on the beach hunting 
shark’s teeth.

5. Read. Find inspiring teacher books and look for new ideas 
and ways to be better teachers.

6. Shop for school. Look for interesting books, decorations, 
hands-on educational games, and items from other coun-
tries for social studies. We find most of ours at garage sales 
and thrift stores.

7. Listen to music and find pieces for the school choir next 
year.

8. Attend a workshop or conference.

9. Compile ideas for decorating your room so you can deco-
rate your classroom a week or so before school starts.

10. Interview other teachers. Ask for advice about your weak 
spots and how you could improve.

Summer is a time to broaden your horizons. Get out of your 
comfort zone. If we are not “filling our buckets” by learning new 
skills, sharpening the skills we already have, and gleaning new 
ideas from other sources, we won’t have anything new to offer 
our students when school starts in the fall.

So relax, take a drive, do something different, turn off the 
gadgets, and spend quality time with loved ones. You only have 
a few weeks before hands will be raised, everyone will need your 
attention, and there will probably be a few traumas. It’s all part 
of our interesting job.  LL

—Excerpt taken from I am a Teacher, (And I Love it!), Chapter 17. 
Published by Christian Light.

Deana lives in Terre Hill, Pennsylvania, with her husband Jeff (a 
teacher) and three of her five children (one of whom is a teacher also). 
She taught in classrooms for fourteen years and homeschooled her 
children for eleven years. She is currently teaching at Maple Grove 
Mennonite Academy. Her favorite leisure activities are reading, writ-
ing, and playing board games with her family.
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Contemplating Adulthood

Shifts of Adulthood | Davin Martin

Exactly when does a boy become a man? Is it his first shave, 
his driver’s license, his first eight-point buck? And when 
does a girl become a woman? Is it her first job, her grad-

uation, or her marriage? Many tribal societies initiated children 
from childhood to adulthood at puberty. Medieval Jews held a bar 
mitzvah ceremony where a boy became “the son of the command-
ment” after which he was obligated to practice the command-
ments of God. Western culture has no formal initiation process; 
consequently many youth self-initiate by rebelling against au-
thority, engaging in immorality, or by enduring some hazing rit-
ual in a frat dormitory.

What is a Biblical concept of adulthood, and how can we en-
courage our teenage students to attain it? Becoming a man is 
to “put away childish things,”(1 Corinthians 13:11). John writes 
to young men “because ye are strong, and the word of God abi-
deth in you, and ye have overcome the wicked one,” (1 John 2:14). 
Adulthood is not something that happens to young people. It is a 

chosen state, the things of childhood put away, the responsibili-
ties of adulthood taken on, and the overcoming of the wicked one.

Children have much to teach us about our own weaknesses. 

They sometimes embarrass us by speaking the truth we’d rather 
hide for the sake of our false sense of wisdom. But they are chil-
dren. They speak like children. They understand like children. 
They think like children.

In a sense, the Garden of Eden symbolizes childhood. As chil-
dren grow, the forbidden fruit of the Garden appeals more and 
more. They taste. Teachers do well to contemplate the “coming 
of age” talk between God and Adam and Eve as their eyes were 
opened. Let’s consider several parallels from their conversation 
that highlight shifts children need to make as they enter adult-
hood. It is quite important that teachers are prepared to catch 
those key moments where we should model these shifts in our 
actions, where students need help to understand the shift they 
need to make, or where students have made a shift toward adult-
hood and need encouragement.

Children hide; a righteous man confesses. Adam and Eve 
cobbled fig leaves and hid from God. Adults “confess . . . faults 
one to another”(James 5:16). You may want to discuss times when 
you needed to confess. Apologize to the class if you responded to 
a situation wrongly, or apologize in person when needed. Prepare 
a generous, loving, and righteous response when teenagers vol-
untarily confess wrongdoing. I’m not suggesting to completely 
remove consequences, but the schoolmaster that brought them 
to Christ is no longer needed when they have become their own 
schoolmaster. Express disappointment but thank them for their 
confession. Ask them what steps they are going to take to avoid 
this in the future.

Most teachers will sometime run into the dilemma of what 
to do when a student denies wrongdoing. Rather than doubling 
down on detective work, wisdom may call us to say, “I’ll take your 
word for it. Let me know if you want to discuss this further. At 
this point, it’s between you and the Lord.” Drop the matter un-
less it resurfaces.

Children blame; adults take responsibility. Adam directly 
blamed Eve while also pinning culpability to God because of “The 
woman whom thou gavest to be with me” (Genesis 3:12). How dif-
ferent than, “Against thee, thee only, have I sinned”(Psalm 51:4). 
Tune your ear for the excuses and don’t argue with them. Of 
course, circumstances arise that call for flexibility, but these are 
rarer than most of us would like to admit. If they hand in home-
work late, teach them to say, “I overcommitted when I agreed 
to working an extra evening shift the week of the science fair” 
rather than “My boss made me work” or “You assigned too much 
homework.” As always, the best way to teach taking responsibil-
ity is to model it yourself. “I’m sorry we can’t do the pig dissection 

Reading the Torah during a bar mitzvah
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Discontinued Electives

The following elective courses from Christian 
Light are being discontinued. They will be avail-
able (while supplies last) until February 2025. If 

your school would like to continue using these courses, take this 
opportunity to stock up on components you may need.

 ■ God’s World—His Story, Social Studies textbook

 ■ English 2600

 ■ English 3200

Paper or Screen?

In a survey released in June 2023, the Department of 
Education found that text comprehension skills of 13-year-olds 
had declined an average of four points since the Covid school 
term of 2019-2020. More alarmingly still, was that this was an 
average drop of seven points compared with the 2012 figure.

What is the cause? Unsurprisingly, there are varying opin-
ions: A number of pandemic-related reasons have been offered, 
one being remote learning. Common sense tells us that a child 

alone in a room, staring at the image of a teacher on a computer 
screen (with a hidden smartphone close at hand), is not fully fo-
cused on learning.

Until recently there has been no scientific answer to this ur-
gent question, but a soon-to-be-published study from Columbia 
University has come down decisively on the matter: for “deeper 
reading” there is a clear advantage to reading a text on paper, 
rather than on a screen, where “shallow reading was observed.”

Fifty-nine children aged 10 to 12 were asked to read original 
texts in both screen and paper formats while wearing hair nets 
filled with electrodes that permitted researchers to analyze vari-
ations in the children’s brain responses. The study—which has 
not yet been peer reviewed—had the children perform “single-
word semantic judgment tasks” after reading the passages.

Vital to the usefulness of the study was the age of the partici-
pants—since around fourth grade is typically when a crucial shift 
occurs from what a researcher described as “learning to read” to 
“reading to learn.” —www.theguardian.com

today. I ordered the specimens a week ago, and I realized the 
website said delivery in ten to fourteen days. That’s my mistake.”

Adults face a dif ficult world that children are of ten shel-
tered from. The adult world is tough and difficult. Thorns and 
thistles will grow; bearing children will be sorrowful. A key mea-
sure of adulthood is how they respond to difficulty. An adult 
accepts difficult assignments and exerts concentrated effort 
to tackle them. A child seeks an easier route. Acknowledge the 
growing difficulty of what your students are facing. Interpreting 
Milton takes more work than understanding Edgar Guest. 
Analyzing the Civil War Amendments is harder than memorizing 
states and capitals. Welcome to adulthood! In addition to the in-
creasing difficulty, you are also not going to get as many external 
rewards. From here on “Good essay. Keep improving the unity of 
your paragraphs” is more likely to appear on your essays rather 
than scratch and sniff stickers. Kindly prepare your students for 
adulthood with compassionate tough love.

Children live for the moment; adults live with eternity in 
view. The appetizing fruit looked so good for food right now, but 
the result of eating it was death. This shift includes two parts; 
a shift from short-term to long-term thinking and a shift from 
immediate benefits to long-term consequences. Teach stu-
dents how to break big projects into shorter segments. In lower 
grades, you might assign specific dates for the shorter segments. 
In upper grades, you might give the segments and ask them to 

figure out when and how they are going to get it done. In Social 
Studies class frequently highlight examples of people or nations 
that prized instant gratification versus those who endured diffi-
culty for a long-term benefit.

More shifts could be discussed, but ultimately these shifts are 
not about teacher technique. It is about the students’ vision of 
who they would like to become. Keep before them the vision of 
the coming new humanity. Adulthood outside of Eden is diffi-
cult, but a Redeemer came who crushed the serpent’s head. This 
Redeemer would show the way to perfect adulthood. God ini-
tiated Him with a resounding, “This is My Son, in whom I am 
well-pleased.” Perfect adulthood flows out of an obedient love re-
lationship with God. Manhood is not about the beard, the jacked 
up diesel truck, or the toys! Womanhood is not being a trendset-
ter, attracting a good-looking boyfriend, or the ability to influ-
ence. Adulthood is being like Jesus!  LL

In addition to his full-time job as a father to five sons, Davin runs 
a small farm to support his teaching habit, which he has engaged 
in over the last 14 years. He and his wife Katelyn live in Ephrata, 
Pennsylvania, on a farm that was first bought by his ancestors in 1866. 
When he doesn’t know what else to do, he writes. He recently authored 
a Personal Finance course for Christian Light.
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Outdoor Classroom

The Uninvited Pond Guests | Evalina Overholt

Mom!” The front door flew open, and Alec barreled into 
the house, his boots clomping. “There are seals in our 
pond!”

I stifled a chuckle as I tried to envision seals paddling around 
in our little farm pond. “Oh, I’m sure they’re not seals.”

“But it’s some kind of brown animal. There were two of them. 
Come look, Mama!”

Brown animals—neighbor dogs?
Derek had heard the conversation and emerged from his of-

fice. “I’ll go with you, Alec.”
When they returned to the house, I turned to Derek. “Well, 

what was it?”
“Otters.”
“What! Otters?” I looked at him dubiously. That sounded 

about as unlikely as seals. But he would know what he was 
talking about.

“There were three of them at least. It was hard to tell.”
I shook my head in disbelief. How had otters found our pond?
“You should come look at them,” Derek urged.
“I should! Hang on, let me turn the stove burner down. Can 

you put jackets on the girls?”
Hastily, I put things on hold in the kitchen, then grabbed my 

own jacket and joined the rest of the family at the door.
Alec radiated importance. “I was fishing when I saw them. 

They were swimming around and diving under the water.”
I grinned at him. “Wow! I’m sure glad you came and told us 

about it, Alec.”
As we neared the pond, Derek put his finger to his lips. 

“Everyone be quiet. We don’t want to scare them.”
We crept closer to the pond, eyes scanning the surface. 

Nothing.
We waited. Still nothing.
Finally, Derek said, “They must have left or decided to hide.” 

He sounded disappointed.
“Well, maybe they’ll be back later,” I said hopefully. We turned 

to head back to the house.
Sure enough, later that afternoon Derek came into the house. 

“I saw the otters again. And I took videos this time.” He pulled his 
phone out of his pocket. “Check it out.”

“Wow!” I couldn’t see them up close, but he had caught one 
breaking the surface of the pond, and then gliding under again. 
“I can’t wait to see them for real,” I said.

“Why don’t you run down right now? Maybe if you go by your-
self, they won’t be scared off.”

“Okay, if you’re sure.” I grabbed my jacket and headed for the 
door.

I slowed my gait as I neared the pond. Suddenly, a brown 
head popped up through the water in the middle of the pond. 
The head rose, then settled with only its nose and eyes peeking 
above the surface. The eyes gazed at me distrustfully. Then, just 
as suddenly, the head went back under, followed by a graceful 
back arching out of the water, as the otter dived.

“Oh! There’s another one!” I breathed, as a second head 
emerged, closer to me. He followed the pattern of the previous 
otter, looking at me warily, then arching his back, and disap-
pearing underwater with a gentle splash. As I watched him go, I 
noticed a series of bubbles. Even when I couldn’t see his body, I 
could see a trail of bubbles leading off from where I had last seen 
him, and—sure enough—his head popped up again ahead of the 
bubble trail.

“
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Fascinating Facts About Otters:

 ■ Otters weigh from 11-30 pounds, and measure 26-
42 inches in length. Their tails make up one-third of 
their length.

 ■ An otter’s average lifespan in the wild is 8-13 years.

 ■ A river otter’s fur is water resistant and very dense—
up to 850,000 hairs per square inch! This is the thick-
est fur of any mammal.

 ■ Otters can dive as deep as 60 feet and can stay under-
water up to 8 minutes.

 ■ An otter’s eyes are protected while it is swimming by 
a transparent inner eyelid.

 ■ An otter’s whiskers help it detect prey in the water.

 ■ Otters are very energetic, playful creatures. Wrestling 
and chasing each other helps them learn survival 
skills.

Evalina and her husband Derek are both former teachers. These 
days they try to teach their young children proper grammar, point 
out constellations, and observe birds and bugs from their home in 
northeast Texas.

I watched awhile longer before returning to the house. When 
I came inside, Derek was just ending a phone call. He turned to 
me. “That was the local wildlife agency. The lady I talked to said 
that otters are on the rise in our area and didn’t seem too sur-
prised when I told her we had some in our pond. She said if they 
start eating ducks or other farm fowl, homeowners have permis-
sion to get rid of them without a license.”

In our intrigue with the new pond visitors, I had never 
thought of them posing a threat to our ducks.

In the next days we kept a watch on the pond. Sometimes 
there was no sign of the otters. Other times, we would see them 
swimming and diving gracefully. If we had a chance, we slipped 
down to watch them.

One morning Alec burst into the house again. “Mama, the 
otters are back! I saw them running through the field. A whole 
bunch of them!”

“Hang on, son. I’m coming,” I told him.
The two of us crept out to the pond. I immediately spied an 

otter on the opposite bank. But what was that noise? I looked 
more closely and discovered that the otters must have stopped by 
for breakfast. This one was crunching loudly on a fresh fish. Soon 
another head emerged with a fish clutched in its teeth as well. We 
weren’t sure if we had any sizable fish in our pond, but the ones 
these fishermen were pulling out were no babies! They must have 
been going for the largest. Alec and I watched as they pulled out 
several more and gulped them down with loud, happy crunches.

One otter appeared not far from where we were standing and 
seemed to hiss at us, as if we were the intruders.

I grinned at Alec. “He wants us to leave, doesn’t he?” We 
watched until they swam over to a log that jutted into the water 
and settled down. Apparently, their breakfasts were complete for 
that morning.

We were left with several questions. Would the otters stay? 
Were they making our pond their home, or were they just fre-
quenting it? Would they deplete the fish supply? Might a pair de-
cide to raise some young there?

As time wore on, we realized that we hadn’t seen our otter 
friends for a while. It appeared that our pond must have been 
only a restaurant they frequented for a season.

We are grateful for the experience of hosting these captivat-
ing creatures in our pond for a brief time, and for the firsthand 
education they brought us.  LL
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This school year went quickly. Even my students agree. But 
most of them think it is already time for summer vaca-
tion. In fact, some of my students are absolutely finished 

with school. Their problem is that school isn’t yet finished with 
them.

One morning I walked past Nelson’s desk and saw a sign that 
read, “Resting—Do Not Disturb.” Something inside me snapped. 
I didn’t like the sharp edge of my voice as I crumpled Nelson’s 
sign and jutted my head toward him with narrowed eyes. “I 
spend day and night trying to make school interesting,” I told 
him, “and you can put forth a little effort of your own to appre-
ciate it. I understand you’re weary, but we still have three weeks 
left, and we’re going to enjoy them.”

That evening I opened my Bible to Luke 6:35 and read, “Do 
good, and lend, hoping for nothing again; and your reward shall 
be great.”

For one hundred eighty days, plus Saturdays and vacations 
besides, we teachers expend ourselves, doing good for our stu-
dents, lending time. We check papers until 10 and 11 p.m. We 
rise at 5 a.m. to study about the Cold War and how refrigera-
tors work. We flog our brains to think up new, inspiring ways of 
teaching adjective clauses. We drag in paint and pom-poms and 
plaster of Paris to bolster student enthusiasm.

We don’t regret one ounce of that expended energy when it 
is recognized and appreciated. We forget how exhausted we are 
if Naomi says, “I used to think science class was boring, but not 
this year.” Or perhaps Irvin and Edwin continue discussing the 
Cold War between bites of ham sandwiches. Or maybe a sticky 
note clinging to Dawn’s paper says, “I have enjoyed this year uh-
mensely.” At such times we can easily forgive “creative” spelling! 
Our steps spring lightly.

At this time of year students are also doing good and lending. 
Term paper and year-end project deadlines waltz toward them 

like tornado funnels. Teachers cram two history chapters into 
the space of one. At home the corn planter runs by the light of 
the moon. A year of much study has wearied the flesh, and stu-
dents drool for summer vacation. Very few have energy left to 
say the nice things or write the pretty notes for which exhausted 
teachers hope.

This, then, is the time for teachers to read Jesus’ encourage-
ment to do good, yet hope for nothing. It is hope deferred that 
makes the heart sick. It is doing good with the hopes of immedi-
ate reward, yet having those hopes flicker out that exhausts and 
sickens teachers. Jesus promised that our reward will be great, 
but He didn’t promise our reward the same day we do good and 
lend.

We need to smile and sympathize with our students’ ex-
haustion without showing a trace of exasperation ourselves. We 
shouldn’t retort to the sign painters. We may request that the 
sign be removed, yet we dare not lobby for pity.

At least one student is likely to say on the last day of school, 
“Thanks for being such a good teacher this year.” Two weeks later 
Myrna may write a letter telling about strawberry patches and 
long pea rows and steamy haymows. She may even say, “I can’t 
wait till next school year.” Perhaps five years later we will have the 
privilege of unintentionally overhearing a former student telling 
a student of tomorrow, “She always made school so interesting.” 
Or perhaps we will meet Meredith at the cash register of the bulk 
food store. She will grin and say as she counts out change, “I’m 
sure glad you taught me my math.”

But maybe none of these nice things will happen. Still if we 
have done good, if we have lent without hoping for any return, 
our reward will be great—if not on earth, in eternity. And isn’t 
there a hint in Jesus’ words that the reward will be especially 
great for those who receive it in eternity?  LL

—Reprinted from LightLines, May 2002

Hope for Nothing Again
Lucy A. Martin
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Meghan Brubaker lives in Southern Ontario with her husband 
Travis and son Edison. She spent nine years in the classroom– 
mostly teaching Grade 6. She is a delighter in beauty, a lover of yel-
low, and a strong believer in the power of the written word.

Tips for Ordering Christian Light Materials

 ■ Order early. School orders placed between April 1 and June 30 
receive a 5% discount if the subtotal is $1,000 or more. Prepay 
orders and receive an additional 2% discount.

 ■ Order extras. An extra store of LightUnits often comes in 
handy and alleviates crises.

 ■ Be informed. Look through the Christian Light catalog. Order 
all necessary Teacher’s Guides, supplementary materials, and 
new editions that you will need.

 ■ Order online at www.christianlight.org, or by email, mail, fax, 
or phone. For large curriculum orders, use a digital or written 
order to speed the process and to help with accuracy. Be sure to 
log in to your school account when ordering online so correct discounts 
are applied.

 ■ If your shipping address is set up with a loading dock and 
forklift to receive pallets, please indicate that orders can come 
by truck by checking the box on your order form.

 ■ Provide a shipping address where someone will be present to 
receive the order.  LL

Thank you that without you, we 
are never enough; but with you, 
we have more than enough.

Tired in the home stretch?

A Prayer for Tired Teachers | Meghan Brubaker

Father,
We are weary.
We admit that sometimes the task before us seems too great 

to accomplish.
We are daunted by our never-ending to-do lists. We are over-

whelmed by the students whose needs can’t be filled. We are car-
rying an emotional load that threatens to crush us.

We need You.
In humility and inadequacy, we cry out to You.
When we don’t know how to handle a difficult situation, give 

us Your wisdom.
When our hearts are burdened by the emotional struggles of 

our students, give us Your peace.
When we are exhausted before the day has even begun, give 

us Your strength.
When we don’t know how to carry on, give us Your grace.
When we are annoyed, frustrated, or angry, give us Your love.
Help us to remember that You specialize in working through 

the weak.
Remind us of Your words to Moses: “I will help you to speak 

and will teach you what to say.”
Remind us of Your words to Gideon: “Go in the strength you 

have. Am I not sending you?”
Remind us of Your words to Joshua: “Be strong and coura-

geous. Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged, for I am with 
you wherever you go.”

Remind us of Your words to all peoples in all times: “I will 
never leave you or forsake you.”

Thank You that we do not walk alone. Thank You that 

without You, we are never enough; but with You, we have more 
than enough. Thank You that our mistakes and failures are 
never outside the reach of Your redemption. Thank You that 
You love these students more than we do.

Pour that love into us, through us, and around us. Be the 
strength that is made perfect in our weakness. Fill us with Your 

Spirit, who comforts us and shows us all truth.
May this season of weariness be a time of learning to rely fully 

on You.
Give us strength to walk forward into this day and faithfully 

do the next right thing.
Amen.  LL

—First published on thedockforlearning.org. 
Used with permission.
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End of Term Checklist

 � Update student permanent records—grade averages, attendance records, 
achievement test results, etc.

 � Take inventory of classroom supplies and report needs to appropriate personnel.

 � Order supplies and curriculum early. Give ample time to check orders and cor-
rect errors before school starts.

 � Clean and organize your classroom, including contents of desks, cabinets, and 
closets. Put textbooks and supplementary materials in their proper place.

 � Add notes in your teacher notebook or planner that will assist you (or the next 
teacher) next term.

 � Write reminders to yourself. Interesting how much you can forget if you’re gone 
a couple months.

 � Have your room and materials ready enough that another teacher doesn’t have 
to start entirely from scratch.

 � Allot sufficient time during the summer to study and prepare materials and 
possibly work through some courses in advance.

 � Enroll new staff (or current staff that need a boost) in summer enrichment 
classes such as Christian Light’s Teacher Training courses and other regional 
institutes and teacher development events.

 � Peruse Christian Light’s Classroom Manual or Handbook for Creative Teaching (Rod 
and Staff) or other books like The First Days of School (Wong and Wong) for ideas 
and inspirations.

 � Pray for your development and for your students during the summer.
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Ask Another

“Ask Another” is a question-answer space for teachers. Teachers are invited to pose questions on school-related sub-
jects, offer responses to questions, or reply to responses. (LightLines will occasionally assign questions to experienced 
teachers for their qualified response.) Send questions or responses by email to lightlines@christianlight.org or by 

mail to LightLines Editor, P.O. Box 1212, Harrisonburg, VA 22803. (Try to limit responses to fewer than 400 words.)

Question:
I understand the logic and reasoning behind requiring students to correct wrong answers. How and when is this best done? What 

works for you? —appeared in Fall 2023 LightLines

This year my first and second graders fixed up their wrong an-
swers in math before starting into the new lesson. It only takes a 
few minutes and it clears up any clouded comprehension. I have 
found math to be more stress-free than in my previous years of 
teaching, and I attribute it to this habit of fix-up. My first grad-
ers are in the habit of pulling out their pack of papers from yes-
terday in their spare time and fixing up any incorrect answers.

—Elayana Garman, Cedar Run School, Lebanon, PA

In our school . . . we prefer that the student figures [his errors] 
out himself. Therefore in the majority of the subjects students 
score their own work, so that there no disconnect between their 
actions and discerning truth. The student returns to his desk, 
corrects errors, and re-scores. We have found it detrimental to 
have the teacher score and the students correct afterward. If the 
teacher does the scoring, the student should not go on to the 
next subject till the correcting is finished so that the link between 
writing the wrong answer, understanding the error, and writing 
the correct answer is not broken.

—Titus Suarez, Emmanuel Mennonite School, Hartselle, AL

If students are placed properly in the Christian Light curricu-
lum and curriculum procedures are carefully followed, it should 
generally take only a few minutes to correct the mistakes in a par-
ticular subject. (Of course there are exceptions.) If it takes quite 
a while to correct mistakes because of the amount of mistakes, 
carefully consider the cause. Is the student in the curriculum over 
his head? Is the student being pushed along without mastering 
the material? (See Christian Light’s Curriculum User Guide for more 
details. Available (free) from Christian Light order department or 

for download at christianlight.org/curriculum-user-guide.) A school 
rep can also be consulted to analyze and offer recommendations.

If students score: Have a system in place to ensure accuracy 
and integrity in scoring. Teachers should regularly look over 
and “sign off” on daily lessons after students complete them. If 
possible, students should correct mistakes before starting an-
other subject.

If teacher scores: Some schools permit students to enter the 
classroom and fix up yesterday’s mistakes before school starts. 
Other schools correct mistakes at the class table before beginning 
the next lesson. (This helps serve as a review.) In many cases the 
teacher tries to score the work during the class period and allow 
students to fix up their mistakes and re-score. Other schools have 
a fix-up period for all subjects first thing in the morning. Find 
out what works best for your schedule and situation. Keep in 
mind that the closer the connection between making a mistake 
and correcting it, the better the mastery of the concept.

 —Christian Light staff

Next question: Why are you planning to teach again next 
year? In no more than two sentences, explain the reason(s) you 
are choosing to teach again. (Be frank. Answers we print will be 
anonymous and confidential.)

Please respond by May 15. We’ll print reader responses in a future 
issue of LightLines.

Please send your questions or responses to lightlines@christianlight.
org, fax them to 540-433-8896, or mail them to LightLines, P.O. Box 
1212, Harrisonburg, VA  22803.  LL
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